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Abstract—We discuss the precision autonomous landing features of the Joint Tactical Aerial Resupply Vehicle (JTARV) platform. Autonomous navigation for aerial vehicles demands that
computer vision algorithms provide not only relevant, actionable
information, but that they do so in a timely manner—i.e., the
algorithms must operate in real-time. This requirement for high
performance dictates optimization at every level, which is the
focus of our on-going research and development efforts for adding
autonomous features to JTARV. Autonomous precision landing
capabilities are enabled by high-performance deep learning and
structure-from-motion techniques optimized for NVIDIA mobile
GPUs. The system uses a single downward-facing camera to
guide the vehicle to a coded photogrammetry target, ultimately
enabling fully autonomous aerial resupply for troops on the
ground. This paper details the system architecture and perception
system design and evaluates performance on a scale vehicle.
Results demonstrate that the system is capable of landing on
stationary targets within relatively narrow spaces.
Index Terms—Precision Landing, Autonomous Resupply, Automatic Target Recognition

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
recent research has focused on providing autonomous features
and behaviors while minimizing the cost, size, weight, and
power of the required sensors and computing hardware. In
particular, autonomous navigation for aerial vehicles demand
that core algorithms provide not only relevant, actionable
information, but that they do so in a timely manner—i.e.,
the algorithms must operate in real-time. This requirement for
high performance dictates optimization at every level, which
is the focus of our on-going research and development efforts
exploring autonomous features on the Joint Tactical Aerial
Resupply Vehicle (JTARV).
While there are many different elements to autonomous
navigation, the focus of this work is on precision landing—
namely, to guide the vehicle to a target. The research was
performed due to the unknown nature of GPS-based landing
sites in tactical environments. By having an optical target
placed by the receiving team in a ‘good’ landing location,
difficulties with outdated satellite imagery or terrain maps can
be avoided.
Towards achieving the desired goal, we have developed an
autonomous precision landing system as part of the JTARV
program (see Figure 1). The JTARV platform comprises a
family of multi-rotor systems capable of lifting up to 400

Fig. 1: The figure above depicts precision landing with the
TRV-5, a scale tactical resupply vehicle capable of carrying
five pounds. The landing target is based upon a circular
barcode used in photogrammetry systems.

pounds, as depicted in Figure 2. The precision landing system
uses a single downward-facing camera and capitalizes on recent advances in object detection using deep neural networks,
along with classic computer vision techniques to guide the
vehicle toward the landing target using a proportional-integralderivative (PID) controller. The system has been integrated
onto a JTARV platform and has been shown to provide a
precise landing relative to the placed target. Related work
is discussed in Section II. The system architecture and subcomponents are discussed in Section III, followed by results
(Section IV) and future work (Section V).
II. BACKGROUND
Multirotor UAVs have quickly emerged as a popular platform in recent years. With the advent of inexpensive, highcapacity batteries and miniaturization trends, these once expensive platforms are now purchasable by the average consumer. The simple design, compared to conventional helicopters, makes unmanned multirotors an ideal platform for
a variety of tasks ranging from military surveillance to search
and rescue, and even hobbyist photography. These diverse
applications have been enabled by research in computer vision,
deep learning, and sensor fusion for control algorithms.
Object detection is among the most studied problems in
computer vision [1]–[6]. Two-dimensional object detection in
images is perhaps the traditional form of the problem, but
recently there are many different specializations of the classic
problem. With the advent of the Kinect sensor [7], many object

Fig. 2: The JTARV program comprises a family of multi-rotor systems capable of lifting various payload capacities. The
leftmost image contains an TRV-400, which is capable of lifting up to 400 lbs over multiple kilometers. A TRV-150 (capable
of lifting 150 lbs) is pictured in the center, and a TRV-80 (capable of carrying 80 lbs) is pictured on the right. The platform
is currently undergoing testing as a logistics resupply vehicle.

detection schemes have been modified to include depth (or
range) data. This problem is often referred to as 3D object
detection [8]–[11]. Many of the early pioneering works for
autonomous landings on aerial vehicles capitalized on these
approaches to enable the terminal guidance.
Most techniques involve using a coded target to signal the
landing location. Lee et al. [12] described an autonomous
precision landing technique utilizing QR-codes in an imagebased visual servoing control loop for descent. In their method,
the majority of the control calculations occur in image space
to reduce computational hardware requirements. Similarly,
Lange et al. [13] describe a vision algorithm for detecting a
custom landing target, based upon concentric rings. However,
their approached utilized depth information extracted from the
landing target to guide the multirotor to the landing target.
Many newer perception systems are enabled with recent
advances in deep learning. This has been achieved by larger
datasets and GPU technology for both training and inference.
While aerial datasets are becoming more common, many exist
for public roads [14]–[16] to train self-driving vehicles [17].
In particular, these deep neural networks (DNNs) capitalize
on convolution layers to recognize more complex visual features [18]. These networks are known as convolutional neural
networks (CNNs).
CNNs have recently been employed for object detection,
a necessary step for identifying the landing target. One of
the most popular frameworks for object detection CNNs are
single-shot detectors. For example, YOLO (You Only Look
Once) frames the object detection problem as a regression
problem, allowing the network to directly produce bounding
boxes and class identification probabilities [19]. Following a
similar methodology, DetectNet [20] uses a fully convolutional
version of GoogLeNet [21] to enable object detection on
arbitrarily sized images. Another approach known as singleshot multi-box detector (SSD), discretizes the output space of
bounding boxes to a set of boxes with different aspect ratios.
At prediction, the network generates scores for the presence
of each category in each default box to determine the object
of interest in the scene [22].
Most similar to our approach is the work by

Bi and Duan [23], which also utilizes a PID controller;
however, we operate in metric space, as opposed to providing
roll, pitch, yaw, and throttle commands directly. Additionally,
our work utilizes DetectNet [20], a single-shot detector,
to isolate the target from scene, unlike the RGB filtering
approach leveraged by Bi and Duan [23]. The application of
a single-shot detector enables accurate detection in a variety
of backgrounds, even when target colors are elsewhere in the
scene.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
In tactical environments, the ability to precisely deliver
supplies is paramount. This work focuses on the precision
landing capabilities of the JTARV supporting this goal. The
following subsections provide an overview of the system architecture, along with details of the supporting deep learning and
computer vision technologies that guide the vehicle towards
the landing target.
A. System Architecture
The system is designed as a standalone module that provides
guidance commands to an aerial vehicle. In the case of the
JTARV platform, the system uses a universal intermediate
controller, called the common control module (CCM), between
the vehicle autopilot and the precision landing module. An
outline of the architecture is presented in Figure 3
From Figure 3, the flight controller interfaces directly with
the platform flight hardware and is responsible for providing
the low-level flight control loops to keep the vehicle stable in
flight. The JTARV uses a Pixhawk flight controller running the
Ardupilot flight stack [25]. Interfacing with the flight controller
is the CCM, which provides additional secure communications
with external devices, as well as a universal communication
protocol. This protocol enables external modules written for
one platform using the CCM to then be used on other platforms
supporting the CCM.
The CCM supports multiple types of external communication. For example, there is a radio transceiver for use with
human piloting. A ground control station can also send GPS
waypoint missions to the device for autonomous execution.
Additionally, the CCM provides a robotic operating system

Fig. 3: The platform system architecture for the JTARV is
presented in the figure above. The flight controller provides
the low-level flight commands to keep the vehicle stable while
in flight. The common control module (CCM) interfaces with
the flight controller directly and provides an external interface
to the flight controller to develop additional autonomous capabilities. The precision landing package utilizes the ROS [24]
CCM message interface to guide the vehicle towards its target.

(ROS) [24] interface with external packages to send messages
requesting the vehicle to perform specific movement commands. The precision landing module developed as part of
this work utilizes the ROS interface to the CCM to guide the
platform toward the landing target.
B. Target Identification and Position Estimation
Our precision landing routines capitalize on both recent
advances in deep learning and classic computer vision techniques to detect and locate the desired landing target from
a downward-facing gimbal stabilized camera on the bottom
of the JTARV platform. During the landing procedure, each
incoming frame is first processed by a deep neural network
trained to provide the bounding box of the landing target in the
image. If the network has a positive identification, the image is
cropped using the bounding box data and the cropped image is
sent to a custom photogrammetry target identification system.
The photogrammetry algorithm provides the specific target
center and identification number (ID) of the landing target.
Provided this target ID matches the intended landing ID, the
system computes the displacement of the vehicle relative to
the target. The distance is converted into a velocity update and
this process continues until the vehicle makes contact with the
ground. Figure 4 provides a visual overview of the precision
landing algorithm.
1) Object Detection Neural Network: The precision landing
system utilizes NVIDIA’s DetectNet [20] topology implemented in Caffe [21]. The reader is referred to the original
article by Tao et al. [20] for complete details; a brief summary
is provided here for completeness (see Figure 5 for a visual
reference of the network topology).
DetectNet uses a fixed 3D label to enable object detection
on images of any size with a variable number of objects.
We utilize the KITTI data format [14] for specifying objects
of interest within arbitrarily sized images. This initial repre-

Fig. 4: The precision landing algorithm is pictured above. The
algorithm acquires each incoming frame from the downward
facing camera and executes a trained object detection neural
network to isolate the landing target from the scene. Given
a positive detection, the subimage containing the target is
passed to a custom photogrammetry package, which provides
the target center and target identification number (ID). With
the center of the target computed, the relative displacement of
the vehicle with respect to the target is calculated and used to
provide a velocity update to the CCM. This process continues
until the vehicle makes contact with the ground.

sentation is turned into a regular grid across the image by
a user specified parameter. The user selects this stride value
based upon the size of the smallest object he or she wishes to
detect. With the grid representation, each grid cell contains a
class identifier and the pixel coordinates of the corners of the
bounding box of that object relative to the center of the grid
square. A special class identifier of ‘dontcare’ is used so that
the grid representation contains a fixed size. Finally, each cell
also contains a coverage value of 0 or 1 indicating whether an
object is present with the grid square. Multiple objects within
a cell are broken by determining the highest number of pixels
each object contains in the cell [20]. The data representation
is summarized in Figure 6.
The training objective for DetectNet is to predict this grid
representation for a given image, thereby indicating for each
grid square the type, location of the bounding box corners,
and whether an object is present [20].
The network architecture has four major components: the
input, the fully convolutional network (FCN), the output, and
the error metrics. The input consists of data layers that ingest
either training images and corresponding labels, or the input
image during inference. The main body of DetectNet consists
of a modified FCN based upon GoogLeNet [20], [21]. An
FCN is a CNN with no fully connected layers (allowing for
arbitrarily sized images as input). The main advantage of
utilizing this FCN is that pre-trained GoogLeNet weights can
be used to perform transfer learning. The output of the network
consists of the previously described grid format. Finally, the
loss function measures the error in the two tasks of predicting
the object coverage and bounding box corners per grid [20].

Fig. 5: The system utilizes a single-shot object detection network, called DetectNet [20]. The architecture (shown above)
features a fixed size label format to allow for an arbitrary number of objects to be identified within a given image. The main
body of the network is a fully convolutional network based upon GoogLeNet [21] and uses custom error metrics for training
the network to detect elements of interest.

Fig. 6: The DetectNet data format is depicted in the figure above. The system uses the KITTI [14] format to define a fixed 3D
label, which describes a grid over the image based upon a user-defined grid size. At each grid cell, the label and difference
between the bounding box corners that overlap the cell are stored. The goal of DetectNet [20] is to predict both the class label
and the corner offsets. The offsets when aggregated across the cells merge into the final bounding box prediction [20].

circular photogrammetry target in combination with classic
computer vision techniques to provide the target center that is
used is the subsequent position estimation steps.
To refine the landing target, the bounding box is used to
segment the landing target from the scene. The sub-image is
processed with a Canny edge filter [26] to isolate both the
center circle and outer “bar code” area. The center circle edges
N
are aggregated and fit to an ellipse. The center of the ellipse
1 X
p 2
t
coverage loss =
|coveragei − coveragei | . (1) is used as the target center, and the “bar code” bit code is
2N i=1
decoded for the target identification number.
3) Relative Position Estimation: The target center extracted
The second function, bbox loss, is the mean L1 loss function for the true and predicted corners of the bounding box for in the previous step is used to compute the relative distance
the object covered by each grid square [20]. Mathematically, between the landing target and the aerial vehicle. As previously mentioned, the vehicle is equipped with a gimbal
this function is shown in Equation 2:
stabilized downward facing camera. The position estimation
routine capitalizes on the fact that the vehicle must land on
N
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bbox loss =
{|x −x |+|y1 −y1 |+|x2 −x2 |+|y2 −y2 |}. relatively flat ground. Firstly, the horizontal (left and right)
2N i=1 1 1
displacement is calculated based upon the horizontal angle of
(2) the target in the image. The angle is derived by the known
Here, superscript t represents the true value and the superscript horizontal field of view (in degrees) of the camera. Given the
p denotes the predicted value.
horizontal pixel location, x, of the target center in the image,
2) Photogrammetry Target Tracking: The output of Detect- the angle α is calculated as:
Net provides the bounding box corners in the event a landing
target is present within a given frame. In order to refine the
image width − x
α=
× horizontal f ov,
(3)
center position of the target, we utilize a high contrast coded
image width
For training DetectNet uses a linear combination of two
separate loss functions to produce the final function for
optimization. The first function, coverage loss, is the sum
of squares of the difference between the true and predicted
object coverage across all grid squares [20]. This function is
mathematically written as Equation 1:

where horizontal f ov is the horizontal field of view of the
camera. Similarly, the forward and backward displacement
angle of the target is calculated as β given the vertical pixel,
y, of the target center:
β=

image height − y
× vertical f ov.
image height

(4)

Note that vertical f ov is the vertical field of view of the
camera. With α and β computed, the metric distance to the
target is computed using the altitude information from the lidar
altimeter on the vehicle. Namely, the forward and backward
velocity component, called n, is:
n = alt × tan(β),

(5)

where alt is the vehicle altitude. Similarly, the horizontal (left
and right) distance, e, is:
e = alt × tan(α).

(6)

The vertical component, d, is the current reading from the
lidar altimeter. The individual components together provide
the metric displacement vector, error = hn, e, di used in the
subsequent descent algorithm.
C. Vehicle Control
The output of the perception system is used to guide the
vehicle toward its landing spot. To achieve this behavior, the
system utilizes a PID control loop to move the vehicle to
its desired location. PID control algorithms are a specific
variety of feedback control algorithms. Feedback controls
are implemented discretely providing control updates every
period of time (or timestep) [27]. Equation 7 provides the
mathematical form of the control loop:
Z t
de(t)
.
(7)
u(t) = Kp e(t) + Ki
e(t0 )dt0 + Kd
dt
0
The PID control loop is comprised of three parts: the proportional term (P element), the integral term (I element),
the derivative term (D element). The terms are individually
weighted and summed together to provide the desired output
to move the platform closer to its goal.
The proportional control term is directly related to the
error estimate from the visual system. At each timestep, the
horizontal displacement between the vehicle and the ground
target is computed in meters. The error factor is multiplied
an empirically determined constant to create the P term for
the current timestep. The integral term is designed to address
any residual error from repeated control from the P term.
Conceptually, the I term handles issues with drift due to wind.
The derivative term provides an estimate of the future error and
seeks to balance upcoming future P and I terms. Conceptually,
the D term “applies the brake” to prevent overshooting.
Empirically, we determined the weighting factors to be the
following: Kp = 0.495, Ki = 0.00325, and Kd = 0.0025. At
the end of each PID loop, the output from the PID controller
is converted from the original distance metric into a velocity

command. The weighting factor used in this conversion is
0.35. A pseudocode representation is provided in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 PID Landing Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

procedure PID L ANDING
conversion ← 0.35
Kp ← 0.495
Ki ← 0.00325
Kd ← 0.0025
dt ← 0
i←0
d←0
previous error ← 0
while vehicle not touched down do
p ← optical error(image, height above ground)
i ← i + p × dt
d ← (p − previous error)/dt
output ← Kp × p + Ki × i + Kd × d
issue movement command(output×conversion)
previous error ← p
dt ← elapsed time
vehicle shutdown

While the movement command for the forward/backward
and left/right movement directly corresponds to the velocity
commands given, it should be noted that in practice the vertical
descent speed is limited by the capabilities of the vehicle. In
our case, the vehicle has a safe touch down speed of 1 m/s,
which we set as the maximum descent speed for the system.
This ensures the vehicle will never attempt to land at a faster
rate than would be safe.
IV. R ESULTS
The proposed system was deployed to an NVIDIA Jetson
TX2 mounted on a TRV-5. All processing for the landing
routine is executed on the vehicle. However, training the previously described neural network was executed on a desktop
machine with an Intel Core i7-6950X processor, 64 GB of
RAM, and four NVIDIA Titan Xp GPUs.
A. Network Training and Evaluation
To develop the object detection network for deployment
onto the precision landing module, we captured 400 aerial
images using a downward facing camera on a TRV-5. Landing
targets were manually placed in numerous backgrounds and
images of the targets were captured at varying heights. Once
the data was captured, the targets were manually labeled in the
images and used for the network training. The image resolution
of the original capture was 3840 × 2160. The dataset was split
into a training set of size 353 and an evaluation set of size
47. The training and evaluation test sets were downsampled
to create two different versions of the network, one at 1920 ×
1080 and 1280 × 720. Training proceeded for 300 epochs (for
each version) and achieved a mean average precision (mAP)
score of 60.23 for the 720p version and mAP of 60.23 for the
1080p version.

To test inference performance, we utilized two different
NVIDIA mobile GPU platforms: Jetson TX2 [28] and Jetson Xavier [29]. For each platform, we performed inference
using a network trained on different size images. The first
network operated with 1280×720 images and the second with
1920 × 1080 images. To perform the benchmark, we sampled
20 random images from the evaluation dataset and performed
inference with each network type on the different NVIDIA
modules. The results of this evaluation are shown in Table I.
TABLE I: Inference Performance on NVIDIA Jetson
Hardware Platform
Jetson TX2
Jetson Xavier

720p Inference
10.83 fps
25.41 fps

1080p Inference
4.91 fps
12.12 fps

From Table I, it is shown that the TX2 performs at approximately 10 frames per second with 720p images. We have
found this level of performance to be sufficient for enabling
the precision landing from about 20 meters from the target.
To increase the distance from the target, a switch to the
Jetson Xavier platform for increased performance at higher
resolutions is required.
B. Deployment to JTARV
Our initial prototype system was deployed to a TRV-5
using the NVIDIA Jetson TX2. The system was tested for its
behavior and performance across two landing scenarios in an
industrial environment. In the first scenario, the landing target
was placed approximately 20 meters from the vehicle landing
point. Figure 7 provides captures from a video recording of
the test event. For the second scenario, the landing target was
instead placed on the back of a small truck. Figure 8 provides
captures from the event.
In both cases, the vehicle touched down within approximately a foot of the landing target. The initial results
demonstrate that continued development and refinement of the
perception and landing algorithms will provide an accurate
landing capability to the JTARV program.
V. F UTURE W ORK
In conclusion, the proposed system enables the JTARV
platform to precisely land on a desired target. In the future,
we plan to continue to optimize the perception algorithms to
enable greater performance, ultimately leading to the ability
to track and land on moving targets in a tactical setting.
The current approach capitalizes on both classical computer
vision approaches and deep learning. In the future, we plan
to integrate the control output as part of the neural network.
Conceptually, the output of the network would no longer be
a bounding box over the targets of interest, but the control
output to guide the craft toward the landing target.
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